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About me



What will we learn?

Defining core concepts

Defining practices

Translating the theory

What is safety leadership?

Some practices underpinning good 

safety leadership

How have others used LEAD?



Influence
Start to make small changes in 

your organisation

Define and explain
Understand what safety leadership 

means

What will you be able to do?

Advise others
Provide explanations that make 

sense



Behavioural leadership

Transactional safety leadership focusses on 
rewards, feedback, and punishments 
according to the level of safety performance 
(i.e., whether a minimum standard was 
achieved).

Charismatic and visionary leadership

A safety leader produces a clear and compelling vision for 
safety in the team and articulates the roadmap to achieve it. 

Hearts & minds

Individualised concern suggests that 
safety leaders must show genuine care 
for the wellbeing of team members; 
being humble and authentic.

Strategic safety leadership

The leader draws on multiple strategies and 
styles to facilitate the best outcome for their 
team members and safety overall.

Safety leadership ideas



▪ How would you define ‘safety’?

Some questions to continue



▪ What does this mean for your practice of safety leadership?

Some questions to continue



Safety = Procedure + compliance

Safety = Fit the work to the human

Safety = Ongoing risk management

Safety = Create the right culture

Safety = Develop capability

How do you achieve safety?



Which one of these 

ideas contributes most 

to your safety 

leadership approach?

Safety = Procedure + compliance

Safety = Fit the work to the human

Safety = Ongoing risk management

Safety = Create the right culture

Safety = Develop capability

How do you achieve safety?



Beliefs that shape leadership

Safety = Procedure + compliance

Safety = Fit the work to the human

Safety = Ongoing risk management

Safety = Create the right culture

Safety = Develop capability

Punishments for non-compliance, behavioural 
observations and verifications of compliance

Safety in design, audits and inspections, Major 
Hazard and critical controls verification program 
implementation, proactive risk assessment

Exploring ‘work as done’ and workers’ 
frustrations/concerns, learning teams and post-
incident discussions, emergency preparedness 

Safety leadership interactions with constructive 
feedback, safety culture surveys and setting 
strategic plans

Reviewing and adapting procedures to better fit 
the task, consultation activities, participatory 
ergonomics



Tensions inherent within safety

11

Safety-I

Safety-II

Safety as avoiding problems: 

Controlling variability

Enforcing stability/consistency

Reducing risk

Safety as facilitating successes:

Understanding variability

Promoting flexibility/autonomy

Seizing opportunities



A tension-based model
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A tension-based model
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The LEAD model

ENERGISE ADAPT

LEVERAGE DEFEND

Encourage learning 

from mistakes
Create a vision of safety, 

explain why it’s important

Recognise and 

reward safe behaviour

Monitor hazards and 

correct unsafe 

behaviour



Your LEAD practice

ENERGISE ADAPT

LEVERAGE DEFEND



LEAD Case Studies



LEAD Case Studies



LEAD Case Studies



LEAD Case Studies



What will we learn?

Defining core concepts

Defining practices

Translating the theory

What is safety leadership?

Some practices underpinning good 

safety leadership

How have others used LEAD?



Questions?
Dr Tristan Casey

tristan@leadforsafety.com

0424 874 787


